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No charges against Rainey
indicted Friday on charges of
SPORTS Eonoa
trafficking cocaine and mari·
juana.
Contrary to reports by local
Haley's testimony said that
media, Murray State men's although the defendants insin·
basketball player Vincent uated that Rainey had smoked
Rainey did not admit to having marijuana, there was no reason
smoked marijuana in relation to charge Rainey with any
to the Oct. 3 arrests of three wrongdoing.
men for drug trafficking, said
"There was no evidence that
Murray Police Department they (Rainey and another indi·
detective Brad Haley.
vidual, J.W. Stubblefield) were
Rainey, a senior from around or in close contact with
Memphis,
was
at
the the large amounts (of drugs) we
Southwood Drive residence of found," said Haley, who testiBrian M. Cain, 23, of Murray, fied in court that Cain gave
Oct. 3 when Cain, Dr. James R. MPD officers consent to search
Wells, 29, of Murray, and Greg his residence. During the
Coble, 28, of Brownsville, search they found a one-and-aTenn., were arrested for drug half ounce brick of cocaine, one·
trafficking. The three men were and-a-third pounds of marijua·
BY MIKE 0HSTROM

Report
sparks
battle

na and $1,800 in consecutivelymarked $100 bills. Officers also
found drug paraphernalia used
in the packaging of drugs for
resale, and although none of
the defendants admitted to
drug trafficking, all three
admitted to using drugs that
night.
Haley added that Rainey did
not admit to any drug use at
the crime scene and did not
appear to be under the influ·
ence of any drugs that night.
"He was playing a video basketball game when the officers
arrived," said Haley, who also
mentioned
that
Rainey
remained at the scene until
Haley arrived and questioned
everyone involved
before

Busy

Rainey was taken home by a
female friend.
Rainey could still be ,c harged
in the case, but such a motion
must be ·filed within a year.
"That decision (to charge
Rainey) could be made by
someone else, but I don't see it ·
happening," Haley said.
In a prepared statement con·
ceming Rainey's standing with
the
basketball
team,
University sports information
director Brian Morgan said
MSU men's basketball head
coach Mark Gottfried "has
assured the administration
that he will handle it in the
proper fashion."
Rainey declined comment on
the issue.

signal
Ten more
off-campus
lines to be

added
BY REBECCA
SENIOR STAfF

RAINEY

INDIAN SUMMER

BY JONATHAN OliVER
EDITOR·IN·CHIH

A number of events have
transpired in the last couple of
weeks that have once again
changed higher education in
Kentuclcy to a battlefield. And
much like the
last struggle,
the key players
are
Murray State
University and
the University
of Kentucky.
On Oct. 10
ALEXANDER the
Courier·
J ou r n a l
rcporLed that Murray State
President Kern Alexander had
called for the University of
Kentucky to be stripped of its
community colleges in a report
to Gov. Paul Patton.
The report, titled "Notes on
Postsecondary and Higher
Education in Kentucky," was,
in fact, a compilation of
Alexander's nnalysis of educa·
tiona! funding in the state. The
report indirectly accused the
University of Kentucky of mis·
appropriation
of
funds,
attempting to show that the
level of tax
effort
of
Kentucky residents does not
equal a level of
quality found
at other uni·
versities with
similar public
support.
WETHINGTON
The report
did attempt in
one section to show that
Kentucky's community college
system, which is administered
by the University of Kentucky,
is inefficient and ineffectual,
often duplicating programs of
four-year schools while provid·
ing little, if no, technical education.
In nn interview Wednesday
night, Alexander said the
report was "prepared just as
, See REPORT/13

Andy Lee/Senior Photographer

Chris Robinson, freshman from Harrisburg, Ill., studies among the fallen leaves In the Q uad W ednesday afternoon. Temperatures
earlier in the week were unseasonably warm; however, temperatures for the weekend are expected to dip Into the high 50s.
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Help is on the way for the
many people on campus having
difficulty finding open telephone lines off campus.
Don
Olson,
Chief
Information Officer, said five
incoming and five outgoing
telephone lines will soon be
added to the University's
telecommunications system.
Jim DeBoer, telecommunications manager, said the
University is currently leasing
75 incoming and 64 outgoing
lines for general use.
"That's for the entire
University," Olson said. "At
some times this fall people
have had difficulty getting a
line off campus. We keep statistics on this, though, and as
soon as this happened and we
saw it was a problem, I put in
an order for five more incoming
and five more outgoing lines."
DeBoer said each phone !ine
can carry one call, so the additional lines will allow five more
incoming and five more outgoing calls to be in progress at
one time.
The cost for the new lines
will be $18,000 a year. DeBoer
said the new lines will be at
the same rate as the current
ones.
"They're commercial lines,"
he said. "They're each about
eight dollars more for the
University per month than residential lines."
Olson said the increase in
phone use comes from two primary changes.
""We think this is because
there are more students,"
Olson said. "But it may also be ,
See PHONE LINES/13

Internet meeting leads to threats, arrest
women received a call from Gurdek
about 6 p.m.
"He said he was in Alabama with a
A Connecticut man was arrested and truck full of beer and was heading back
charged with terroristic threatening, to Murray," Green said. "He told the girl
harassment and illegal transportation what he was going to do to her when he
of alcoholic beverages in a dry territory got here."
following a meeting wit.h two University
The woman told Gurdek he was not to
students on the Internet.
contact her again or she would notify
Joe Green, associate director of Public police.
Safety, said Arthur M. Gurdek of
Later that evening, Marshall County
Meriden, Conn., traveled to Murray on deputies called in a Connecticut license
Oct. 6 to meet two Hester College plate over the radio, alerting Public
women he contacted over the Internet.
Safety officers that Gurdek was again
Gurdek parked in the grassy area on approaching Murray despite being told
the west side of Hester after attempting to stay away from the University.
to contact the two women inside the
Upon his arrival in the Hester College
building. After receiving ·a call about the parking lot, Gurdek was apprehended
suspicious vehicle, Public Safety officers by Public Safety officers and lodged in
confronted Gurdek and asked him his the Calloway County District Jail.
business at the University.
Officers impounded his vehicle and
Gurdek complied with an order to confiscated three cases of Miller Lite
leave campus after officers discovered beer, 12 loose cans of Miller Lite, one
be was not a University student.
12-pack of Natural Ice beer and nine
On Tuesday, Oct.7. one of the t.wo bottles of Miller Genuine Draft.
BY MANDY WOLF

NEWS EDITOR

News
Chinese Ambassador to the
United States Li
Daoyu will visit MSU
Oct 27 through 29.

6

each of harassment and terroristic
threatening.
All sentences were suspended provided Gurdek left. the county after getting
his car out of impoundment.
Gurdek was released from jail on
Tuesday morning and was advised to
pay the $170 fee to get his vehicle out of
storage and leave the county by 10:30
a.m. on Wed., Oct. 16.
Green said Gurdek did not have the
money to obtain his vehicle, and
attempted to have family in Connecticut
wire him the amount. Meanwhile, he
allegedly visited IGA, Kroger and
Piggly Wiggly grocery stores in an effort
to obtain the money from home.
Green said both Murray and
University police kept close watch on
Gurde.k as he left the area.
He spent Tuesday night in Hardee's
restaurant, and returned to IGA grocery
the next morning seeking money.
See ARREST/13
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He was charged with criminal trespassing in the third degree and illegal
transportation and delivery of alcoholic
beverages in a dry territory.
On Oct. 9, additional charges were
filed against Gurdek by the two
University women. He was charged
with two counts of terroristic threaten·
ing and one count of harassment and
served with arrest warrants on the
additional charges while lodged in
Calloway District Jail.
He appeared before Calloway District
Judge Leslie Furches that day and
pleaded guilty to all counts except the
two counts of terroristic threatening.
On Tuesday, Oct.l5, he again
appeared before Judge Furches, who
combined the two counts of threatening
into one. Gurdek received a $250 fine
for criminal trespassing and 30 days in
jail minus seven already served for illegal transportation of alcoholic beverages. He received six-months in jail
with credit for time served for one count

Cancer awareness
Typically thought to be an "older
woman's" disease,
breast cancer poses a
threat to all.
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College to host career seminar

WEEK IN PREVIEW

The College of Humanistic Studies presents "College to
Career: The Bridge to Success," on Wednesday, Nov. 6, from 3
to 5 p.m., in Faculty Hall, room 208.
The two- hour presentation will be devoted to discovering bow
you can successfully present yourself and your education to
prospective employers.

Friday, October 18
•Festival - Quad State String festival, 7 p.m., Lovett Auditorium.
•Presentation -"The Comedy of Errors," 7 p.m., Robert E.
Johnson Theater.
•Memorial program - Joseph Blotner will give a speech and dedicate a memorial to literary critic and Murray native Cleanth Brooks,
7:30 p.m. For more information call 7624544.
.Cinema International - "Strawberry and Chocolate," 7:30p.m.,
Curris Center Thea,er. Admission free.
•Bull Bust - Gem productions sponsors bull riding, 8 p.m., West
Kentucky Exposition Center. Admission charged.
•Play - MThe Legend of Sleepy Hollow," 8 p.m., Playhouse in the
Park.

Spring scheduling to begin
Admission applications for the 1997 spring semester is Oct. 25
for prescheduling. Advanced scheduling for classes will begin
Nov. 11 by Racer-Touch. Only those individuals who have been
admitted to the university may preschedule. Classification
restrictions will apply for the first two weeks.
Students may schedule anytime during regular business hours
from Nov. 25 through Jan. 17, 1997. Beginning Jan. 2, a $25
late fee will be assessed.
Applications are available in the admissions and registrar's
office on the first floor of Sparks Hall or call 762-3741. Murray
State's administrative offices are open Monday through Friday
from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Saturday, October 19
.Ceremony - Homeplace wedding ceremony, 1 p.m., Land
Between the Lakes.
•Painting- Pumpkin painting, 2 to 4 p.m., Long John Silver's Patio,
Curris Center. Pumpkins and refreshments provided.
•Presentation - "The Comedy of Errors,'' 7 p.m ., Robert E.
Johnson Theater.
•Cinema International - "Strawberry and Chocolate,'! 7:30 p.m .•
Currls Center Theater. Admission free.
•Bull Bust - Gem productions sponsors bull riding, 8 p.m., West
Kentucky Exposition Center. Admission charged .

Author plans 'at-risk' lecture
.William Wayson, Phi Delta Kappa International Seminar lecturer, will present a program on "At-Risk Students in the
Classroom," 7 p.m., Monday, in the Currie Center Barkley
Room.
The presentation is a part of Phi Delta Kappa International's
Author Seminar-Lecture Series which provides acclaimed
authors to local chapters th:roughout the nation. The Murray
State chapter is co-sponsoring the event. There is no admission
charge. The public is invited.
For more information call 762-6123.

Sunday, October 20
•Meeting - Murray Christian Fellowship, 7 p.m., Murray Christian
Fellowship house.
•Drama - ''Heaven's Gates and Hell's Flames," 7 p.m., First
Assembly of God.
•Meeting - Overeaters Anonymous, 7:30 p.m., private dining room
at Murray-Callaway County Hospital.
Andy

Computer lab open to students
The computer Lab in the Lowery Learning Center is open for
students from 5 to 9 p.m., Monday through Thursday. The lab is
equipped with Gateway 2000's with Pentium processors.

Komunyakaa reads in series
The Murray State University Reading Series presents Yusef
Komunyakaa, winner of the 1994 Pulitzer Prize for poetry, 7:30
p.m., Thursday, in the Main Reading Room of Pogue Library.
Reception follows. Admission free.
The event is sponsored by the department of English and the
college of humanistic studies. For more information call 7624730.

Wind.ensemble to perform
The Murray State Symphonic Wind Ensemble will present its
fall concert on Sunday, at 2 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium.
John Schlabach and Scott Erickson are the featured faculty
soloists. Jon Whitacker, senior trombonist, will perform an
American Premiere of Johan deMeij's "T-Bone Concerto."
Admission free. Public invited.
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l ee/Senior Photographer

jennife r Mo ms (fro nt), ju ~ior from Portland, Ore., and Kris
Cabe lle ro, junio r from Rio Rancho, N .H ., do aerobics in front of
the Carr Health Building W ednesday afternoon.

Honor society offers fellowships
The National Council of Alpha Lambda Delta academic honor
society for freshmen will award fellowships, for the 1997-1998
academic year. Each fellowship will total $3,000.
Any member of Alpha Lambda Delta who has graduated with
a cumulative average equaling the Alpha Lambda Delta initiation standard is eligible. Graduating seniors may apply if they
have achieved this average through the end of the first term of
this year.
Applications will be judged on academic record, recommendations and soundness of the stated project and purpose and may
be obtained from Charlotte Beahan, department of history.
The application deadline is Jan. 17, 1.997.
For more information call 762-6577.

Degree application deadline set
Applications for May 1997 baccalaureate and associate
degrees are due Nov. 1 in the registrar's office.

Monday, October 21
•Meeting - College Republicans, 4:30 p.m., Barkley Room, Curris
Center.
•Meeting - Overeaters Anonymous, 5:30 p.m., private dining room
at Murray-Callaway County Hospital.
•Meeting ·- Hillel Jewish Youth Religious organization, 7 p.m.,
Curris Center, Tennessee Room.
•Drama - "Heaven's Gates and Hell's Flames," 7 p.m., First
Assembly of God.
•Pig-out - Pizza Pig-out for Veterans of International Study Abroad,
7 p.m ., Pagliai's.
•Meeting - Overeaters Anonymous meeting, 7:30 p.m .• private dining room at Murray-Callaway County Hospital.

Wednesday, October 23
•Bazaar - International bazaar, 10 a.m. - 2 p.m., second floor,
Currls Center.
•Meeting - Murray Christian Fellowship, 6:30p.m., Murray Christian
FellOwship house.
•Drama - "Heaven's Gates and Hell's Flames," 7 p.m., First
Assembly of God.

Thursday, October 24
.Cinema International - "Colonel Chabert," 7:30p.m .• Curris
Center Theater.
•Meeting - Miss Murray State University preliminary, 9:15 p.m.,
Curris Center, Barkley Room.
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Students share meaning. behind tattoos
BY HEATHER M ARTIN
REJ'Oim AND

'

AMY PONDER
AssoctAT£ EDITOR

For Mark Roy,junior from Chicago, Ill., tattoos
are more than a fetish. He says each of his four
tattoos has a special significance to him.
The first tattoo Roy r eceived was an eagle. He
said the tattoo was especially significant to him
because he had waited since the sixth grade to
get that particular design.
Another of his tattoos which has special significance to him is a cobra. He received this tattoo
with a friend who was dying of cancer. The
friend had a fascination with snakes and had
always wanted a tattoo, so the two went together and got matching cobras.
Since receiving his first tattoo, Roy estimates
he has spent $330.
A third design Roy has is his fraternity's letters. Tattoo artists say Greek letters are a common design, as many students in the Greek system schedule to receive tattoos shortly after initiation each semester.
Athletes, like John Russell, senior from Grain

Valley, Mo., use tattoos to represent Murray
"I wanted something that was
State at sporting events.
small, but something cute," she
''
Russell, a distance runner for Murray State's said. "I didn't want my kids to
I wanted to get something
track team, got his tattoo of a Racer a year ago. think of me as crazy 10 years
I would feel right having
ae says his tattoo has been a way for him to. down the road because of my
decision
during
my
teen
years,"
say, "Hey rm proud to be a Racer."
the rest of my life.
For Angel Fairbanks, nontraditional student said Cremer about her tattoo of
That is why I chose
from Murray, who has a tattoo of a dove perched a lady bug.
Charlie Wheeler, owner of
on her left calf, the story is a little different.
praying hands.
' '
At age 19, Fairbanks received her first tattoo, Tattoo Charlie's in Louisville,
says
professional
practice
calls
which she says now was a result of peer pressure
Te resa Powell
and the fact that everyone else agreed to pay for for sterilizing everything that
touches
the
customer's
skin.
He
it.
The tattoo didn't turn out like she had wanted uses an ultrasonic cleaner and
an autoclave, and then disposes
locations are also removing tattoos by a process
it to, and it wasn't until this summer in June
the
leftover
ink
after
each
client.
called
"dermabrasion." Surgical excision and
that she was able to get it covered with the dove
Judy
Lyle,
health
services
staff
nurse
and
laser
removal
are the most common methods,
she has now.
nurse educator, reminds students that if any but specialists warn that scarring may occur.
. The dove has a ribbon tied around the straw
hat which sits atop its head and a flower needled is shared without being sterilized in
Teresa Powell has a solution to everyone's
wrapped around the center of its body- this com- between they run the risk of getting HIV or any problem. She says she, too, wanted a tattoo but
number ofinfections. ·
·
bination is what makes her tattoo "bold and powshe didn't want it to he too outrageous, her
Many
students
who
object
to
tattooing
say choice - a small set of praying hands.
erful" Fairbanks said.
while it sounds like a good idea now, it might not
Jodie Creamer, freshman from Frankfort, Ill.,
"I wanted to get something I would feel right
be
so appealing later on down the road.
says rather than looking for something bold she
with having for the rest of my life," Powell i->aid,
had something just the opposite in mind.
But, in addition to putting tattoo!! on, several "That is why I chose praying bands.

as
David
plain
litt le
failed

getting
these days.
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IIN OUR OPINION

Alexander makes
gutsy move by
taking on U of K
A fight broke out in higher education this week a fight that could prove to be one of the biggest challenges Dr. Kern Alexander has had to face.
Alexander is a dreamer, an idealist. He has been
the catalyst behind some of the most progressive
moves this University has made. He has vision, and
he has shown that he has the ability to make that
vision a reality.
But as often happens to people with new ideas,
Alexander has become the object of a rather vicious
attack. His views of better higher education in
Kentucky have collided head-on with the interests of
the University of Kentucky.
He is being persecuted for these ideas -ideas that
1. have the potential to be sound, yet are also rather
broad and ambitious.
Howevever, our University president has chosen to
follow this path. The other is a very moderate one of
constantly keeping yourself and your university off
the forefront, out of the spotlight and well clear of
the political machine's wrath.
Alexander has shown he has guts. This is exciting
and commendable. However, the question now is
1
' does he have the strength to withstand the hardships of the harder path he has chosen for himself
, and this University.
1
1
If Alexander has led M~ay State into a battle of
this magnitude when he is not prepared to win (or at
least, prepared not to.lose) then he has made a terrible mistake which he must bow out as quickly and
gracefully as possible.
Yet, if he is prepared to go nose to nose with
•Frankfort and Kentucky's flagship ~versity and
win, then he deserves credit - credit for recognizing
a cavity in higher education and for moving to fill it.
~

T

Phone service neeCis
more than five lines

Murray State phone lines are busy beginning at 7
p.m. every night because there are only 70 lines offcampus. The people in charge think that adding five
lines will alleviate the problem. We beg to,differ.
Some of us have literally tried for hours to call off
campus at night and found it impossible. We doubt
that an increase this small will make that much of a
dent in the problem.
We understand that new phone lines are extremely expensive. However, we are not paying peanuts to
go to school here. And since first- and second-year
students are forced to live in the residential colleges,
the least which could be done is for them to be given
·
satisfactory phone service.
We understand this isn't an easy problem to solve.
We just want to know if the people trying to solve it
appreciate its magnitude.

111 WU.On Hall
2609 Univenity Station
Murray State UniveraJty
Murray, Kentucky 42071·8301

Gideons deserve
admiration, respect
for their work

Association? Not often, I bet. So
it shouldn't be that difficult to
show a little respect for them
and their beliefs.
Before I left I picked up the
little green book, dusted it off,
and stuck it in my pocket. I
didn't know what I was going to
do with it, but I did know I wasn't going to throw it into the
trash.

To the editor:
On the morning of Oct. 9,
three members of the Gideons
International stood in 45
degree weather in front of
Faculty Hall. These men were
distributing New Testament
Bibles throughout the Murray
State University campus community.
Having ilieady been hit up
myself, I quietly smoked a cigarette in an unnoticed corner
and observed people as they
passed the men. Some people
ignored them totally, some
passed with a wide circle of
avoidance, while others took a
Bible with a slight nod of
thanks.
A13 I went to put out my ciga·
rette out in a nearby ashtray, I
noticed something green taking
up most of the space. It was one
of those New Testaments that
the three men had so persistently tried to give away. Yes,
there it lay among yellow cigarette butts, ashes, old gum, and
a crushed soda can. I was altogether stunned. How could
someone throw away a Bible or
any book for that matter. Not
being an overly religious person myself, I could understand
someone not wanting one of ·
those bibles. If this being the
case a certain person should
not have accepted something
they did not want, instead of
taking one and then throwing it
in the garbage. Couldn't this
person have just said no or the
more popular reply, r.~I already
have one." How many times a
year do we encounter the
Gideons
International

Teresa Pierce
Benton

Reader
suggests
God be brought
back into schools
To the Editor:

I am writing in response to
the article by Mr. C.D. Bradley
in the Sept; 13, 1996 edition of
the Murray State News concerning the "sorry state of public education." I apologize in
advance for what may seem a
delayed response to the col·
umn. I am currently on a sixmonth internship through the
Murray State University
Occupational
Safety
and
Health Department with
MOST Safety Programs located
just outside Washington D.C. I
receive The Murray State News
through subscription in an
understandably delayed fashion.
I hav~ had the opportunity to
attend debates, art and musical
festivals, and enjoy sightseeing
in and around our nations'
beautiful capital over the past
three months of my internship.
I also met with Senator Mitch
McConnell at his office in the
Russell Senate Building on
Capital Hill. I have noticed
that all of the exquisite monuments built by, and in memory

of, our forefathers include
numerous inscriptions carved
in stone. I have yet to find one
of these historical epitaphs of
statements that did not either
include or refer to the eminence
of God.
I want to remind not only Mr.
Bradley, but hopefully all MSU
students and staff, that
America was founded as a
Judeo-Christian country. I do
not think the American public
understands that when our
government banned public
prayer in our nation's schools
we invariably made God unconstitutional! I want everyone to
understand that I am not suggesting that we eliminate our
right to freedom of religion. I do
want to emphasize that in
order for our democratic society
to survive we must live according to the theories allowed by
God.
His ten commandments were
just that, not suggestions. We
need to insure that the impressionable young minds of today's
youth have these simple rules
instilled in them. I understand
that these responsibilities lie
primarily in the hands of the
parents. However, when 65
percent of all marriages end in
divorce, the majority of parents
are lackluster role models. I do
understand that some divorced
parents can still make good role
models.
Mr. Bradley suggested that
the American public should be
allowed to interpret the law
ourselves. Look around Mr.
Bradley, we have. According to
world history, the longest lasting democratic-style government belonged to the great
Roman Empire. It lasted
approximately 400 years. It
failed because of its lack of
morality and leadership in

combination with an insurmountable government debt.
Sounds familiar, doesn't it?
Alexander Solzhenitsyn, a
great Russian writer, once
wrote, "To destroy a people you
must first destroy their roots."
Personally, I do not want to live
in, or raise my children in, a
country w~ere the government
is trying to replace my faith in
God with ballooned programs
and hapless bureaucrats.
I hope this letter will evoke a
thought process triggering students to research these and
other mainstream issues and
form their own educated opinions. Only by our endeavors as
an educated majority will we
pull our country from the
death-grip of history. You can
quote me on tha~.
David T. Hart
Hazel

The Murray State News

welcomes
commentaries and letters to the
editor. Letters should be
300 words or less and
must
be
signed.
Contributors
should
include addresses and
phone numbers, for verification. Please include
hometown, classification, title or relation to
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AIDS, Mallrats, and Big K change man's life
Since my mechanical talents
There I was, having fun in a
barrel as only I can, envisioning are all but nonexistent, I called
r-----., the day when I up a buddy named Bear who
would finally reluctantly informed me that
In
take over the the tape was ruined foreve r. I
My
title of t he dropped to my knees as only a
world's great- sensitive guy would and began
Opinion
est
human to weep incessantly.
Could I live without watching
cannonball.
Then
the the showerless Brodie deliver a
impossible gruesome stink palm to T.S.'s
happened
arch nemesis (they're a little
my tape of melty but aren't they exquis·
Mallrats was ite?), or hearing him recount the
eaten by the days when his grandma asked
the poignant question, "Why
VCR
My heart buy the cow when you can get
began . to race the sex for free?"
Columnist
With my small and infantile
and
sweat
began to bead world closing in around me, I
up on my billboard-like fore- decided I would do the mature
thing and go to an AIDS presenhead.

tation and further educate
myself. With sex and disease
now on my mind, I skipped
through the acid rain hoping it
didn't strike me. Why? Because
I'm made out of sugar, or at
least that's what my manicdepressive mom told me once.
I sat in Lovett Auditorium as
the AIDS presentation began,
figuring that I knew all that
there was to know about the
subject. Well, I don't mean
everything, but enough to make
me feel confident that I will live
forever. During the humorous
but emotional program. I began
to feel as though AIDS could
affect anyone, even myself.
Yeah, I'll get a test on Friday.
The presentation affected me
just as deeply as the Mallrats

the roll of concerned guy. I
fiasco. I was getting depressed.
Just when I thought I was gasped for air and sped home
going to have to hit the bottle just looking to punt the house
again and inevitably get myself cat into the stove where the latinto some kind of mischief, I est pan of cornbread was tumwent to the supermarket only to ing a golden brown. Instead, I
walked in and found cat vomit
be shocked again.
As I reached for a twelve pack at my feet because someone, I
of Big K Citrus Drop soda, I sud- won't say who, fed the already
denly felt like I had been kicked obese cat an exorbitant amount
in the most private of areas by of cat treats.
The cat was nowhere to be
some girl with a school planner
found so I threw in a chew of
and three different-color pens.
The price of Big K had gone tobacco and sat on the front
up 80 cents. After the reality porch trying to kill defenseless
that everything dear to me · ants with my spit. As I sat there
Mallrats, life without sickness, being upset I began to feel a
and Big K • had crumbled before ~ense of pride coming back to
me, I decided that the worst day my soul. Why? Because I could
of my life had just passed me by. be an ant and just get trampled
With a tear rolling down my on aU day long and have lawn
face, I thought, hey, I can play mowers run over my home every

week.
Who would trade simple and
often trivial problems that seem
life altering with the life of an
ant? No one, I hope.
The point here is much deeper
than it appears on the surface
(it's not all frivolous drabble) so
take some time to think about
it. It's good to look deeper into
everyone's thoughts to find out
what is really being said. Think.
Don't just say to yourself, "It's
just that nutty columnist who is
obsessed with semi-popular
movies."
Here's a hint: it concerns triviality and everyday events.
Maybe I gave away too much?

Mark Dorris a graduate assistant at the Murray State News.

Criticism, not insults,
welcomed from readers
AB is the case in nearly all matters in
life, there are those who do and those
who criticize.
The "letters to the editor" forum in
every paper is aimed to give readers and
concerned citizens an outlet for their
views- whether they
pertain to politics,
local
events, or critiIn
cism for that newspaMy
per's management or
Opinion
staff. However, I think
many people who feel
the compulsion to put
pen to paper often fail
to consider the impact
of their comments out
of an overwhelming
sense of self-impor·
tance.
C HRIS
In particular, I
BROWNING
take exception with
Copy ed1tor
recent letters from
SGA President Derek
Somerville
and
University Relations Media Coordinator
Amy Wilson. These individuals either
have personal issues clouding their
judgment or perhaps someone has
stolen their stationery and decided to
write inflammatory letters to The
Murray State News.
Yes, Mr. Somerville, the headline
"Somerville: Parking OK" is arguably
misleading, but it is hardly a mistake
worthy of insulting comments implying
untruthful, unethical or incompetent
behavior on the part of the News' staff.
Such commentary not only borders on
libel, but reeks of pettiness and arrogance.

One can almost understand Mr.
Somerville's displeasure because he
obviously has no real familiarity with
the field of print journalism, however
this leaves no excuse for Ms. Wilson. For
a former student reporter to forget her
roots is downright pitiful. I dare say
there is not a staff member on this paper
who does not feel as committed to their
job as so~eone working in the "professional" media.
As either a prominent student leader
or University employee, one should give
serious consideration to what he or she
chooses to say and, more importantly,
how one says it. Any true professional
welcomes constructive criticism, but no
one takes kindly to blatant insults. It is
beneath educated people to behave in
this fashion.
Young aspiring journalists such as
those working at the News are there for
a purpose to learn by doing.
Sometimes "doing" means making .mistakes. Those mistakes may be committed due to inexperience, haste, or other
reasons. However, since there is a
human equation involved in the procedure, mistakes are a given. Diligent students will learn and improve and others
will fall by the wayside.
I feel confident in claiming that everyone at the News will continue to put
forth their best effort in producing a
quality publication - that's not too
much to ask. I wish I were as confident
in the motives of our campus community.

tltt
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Chris Browning is a graduate student
from Marion.

War of the 2\{Jses
Joseph speaks from the left

Winfield speaks from the right

This election year, the
Democratic Party is asking the
people of the
United
States
In
to vote for its
My
candidates to
lead this counOpinion
try into the
21st century.
The party is
able to do this
because it is
an old, honor·
able and progressive party
jOSEPH
which
has
addressed the
ROSE
social,
ecoGuest
Columnist
nomic
and
political needs
of this country.
One only needs to recall the
effective
dynamism
of
Jefferson, Jackson, Wilson,
F.D.R., Truman and L.B.J. and
their ability to wrestle, in most
cases, successfully with the
problems of their day. We as a
people and a country are better
off because of the party's his-

toric leadership.
There is no reason to suppose
this will not continue under the
leadership of President Clinton
and Vice President Gore.
The party is in the process of
solving Medicare and Social
Security issues.
The party is in the process of
solving the deficit issue.
The party is in the process of
developing a working partnership with the states in solving
education issues.
The party is in the process of
working with the states to solve
the infrastructure issues .
The party is in the process of
solving family health issues.
The party is in the process of
solving women's issues.
The party is in the process of
solving unemployment issues.
The party is in the process of
working in partnership with
business in solving business
issues.
The party is in the process of
working with local communities in solving local issues.

Joseph Rose is an associate professor in the political science
department.

These commentaries are the
first in a
series by
ED IT OR ' S
the Roses
NO TE
on the elections. They
will appear
C. D.
on
this page
• BRADLEY
for the next

few weeks leading up to Nov.
5. This week, the topic is the
issues from the perspective of
each party. Next week, they
will be about the candidates
from each party, BiU Clinton
and Bob Dole. The third week
will be an election preview.
Winfield Rose is a professor

in the department of political
science. He is the faculty
adviser for the College
Republicans.
Joseph Rose is an associate
professor in the department of
political science. He is the faculty adviser for the College
Democrats.

Bob Dole has made his 15
percent tax cut proposal the
cornerstone of
his campaign.
In
This proposal
My
is based on
three premisOpinion
es: ( 1) money
does not originally belong to
the
government but to
the people and
therefore its
earner/posses·
WINFIELD
sor has first
ROSE
right to it; (2)
Guest
whereas govColumnist
ernment taxing and spending should be kept to a minimum, they now are excessive;
and (3) the way to increase government revenue is to cut
rather than raise taxes. ·
Dole's
proposal
would
include, but go beyond, repealing Clinton's 1993 tax increase
(which Clinton has admitted
was too high).
The truth of the first two
premises above is ·self-evident
but the third may require
explanation.
Simply put, the Dole/Kemp
position is that money freed up
by a tax cut will either be spent
or invested. If it is spent it will
be used to buy consumer products which generates sales
taxes and increases product

The party is in the process of
working with its friends in the
international community in
solving peace issues in Bosnia,
Russia, the Caribbean, Mrica
and Southeast Asia.
The party is in the process of
working with public and private enterprise in solving
issues of the environment,
medicine, workers safety, pensions, food and other consumer
products.
The party is in the process of
solving the issue of drug interdiction.
The party is in the process of
making government more convenient for the people so that
government may better serve
the people.
Briefly, this is why the
Democrat Party is asking the
people of this country to vote
for its candidates and lead this
country into the 21st century.

!!&&± _ _

demand, which in turn increases employment and the payroll
taxes associated therewith.
If the money is invested in
stocks, for example, it will go to
build, enlarge, or modernize
business
facilities
which
employ more people who, in
tum, pay more taxes. As pr oof
of the validity of this position
they cite the increase in government revenue from $517 billion
in 1980 to $1,031 billion in 1990
after the Reagan tax cut of
1981.
Democrats say this didn't
work because it didn't eliminate
the deficit, whereas the truth is
the deficit was not eliminated
because spending continued to
grow to ever-higher levels.
This brings us to the next
issue. With interest on the
national debt running nearly $1
billion per day, the Republican
position is that the never-ending growth of the debt through
annual deficits must stop;
hence their demand for a balanced budget and a balanced
budget amendment. They have
not passed the amendment, but
they did drag President Clinton
kicking and screaming to a balanced budget plan. We can,
however, forget about that if
Clinton is re-elected and the
Democrats re-take Congress.
A related issue is Medicare. A
Clinton-appointed commission
concluded two years ago that

=
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Medicare will be broke by 2001.
Recent news reports have
shown that it will be broke even
sooner, perhaps by 1999, having sustained a record onemonth loss in July of $3.3 billion.
The only way this disaster
can be averted is by massive
payroll tax increases on working people or by slowing the
growth rate of Medicare spending, and the Republicans have
proposed slowing it from about
10 percent about 7 percent per
year.
Under their plan, average
spending per recipient would .
increase from $4,816 to $7,108 ·
per year. No one would be
denied any needed treatment •
but t.he medical profession
would not be allowed to get
quite as rich at the public
trough.
Now, I ask you: who is for the
working man? The Democrats
claim to be for the working man
and against the rich whereas
their opposition to Medicare
"cuts" as they untruthfully call
them means they favor higher
payroll taxes on working people
so that rich doctors can get even
richer.
Their motto: don't confuse us
with the truth - we just want to
win this election.

Winfield Rose is a professor in
the political science department.
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Chinese ambassador
to visit University

·October 8
9:55 p.m. Arthur M. Gurdek, non-student, was
arrested for criminal trespassing 3rd degree and
Illegal transportation and delivery of alcoholic
beverages in a dry territory.
11:48 p.m. An elevator door was vandalized
and the mechanical door on the 7th floor was
broken into in the Fine Arts building.

position of deputy division
chief. Later, he became division
chief and then deputy director
of
the
Department
of
Inter national Organizations
and Conferences for the
Foreign Ministry of China.
From 1983 to 1984, Daoyu
served as deputy permanent
representative of China to the
United Nations office in
Geneva. He was named ambassador to th e U .S. in 1993.

STAFF REPOtT

M urray State has had its fair
share of important visitors, and
on Oct. 27 the list will expand
with the arrival of the Chinese
Ambassador to America.
Li Daoyu, the highest-ranking Chinese official in the U.S.,
will visit Murray State Oct.
27-29 in part to recognize the
opening of an extension campus in Beijing.
"We've long had an exchange
with China," said Jim Booth,
provost. "The ambassador is
coming here to speak about
that."
Daoyu will speak to students,
faculty and staff on Oct. 28 in
Lovett Auditorium at 1:30 p.m.
He was born in Shanghai in
1932, and graduated from the
University of Shanghai in
1952. He entered China's for·
eign service and earned the

October 18, 1996

In May, University President
Kern Alexander and regents
Sid Easley and Wells Lovett
visited China to discuss the
possibility of opening a cooper·
ative educational institute in
Beijing.
The extension institute will
offer English language instruction, business economics world
trade and international relations courses.

student who fell down the steps of Wells Hall.
The student was transported for medical treat·
ment by a faculty member.
12:25 p.m. The fire department was called
because a Jeep was leaking fluid and running in
front of Faculty Hall.
October 11
8:16 p.m. Shannon H. Hensley of Springer
College reported theft from her open room .
Missing from the room was $70 in cash.
4:00 a.m. Sammy Bargardin was arrested and
placed in Calloway County District Jail for OUI.
Kevin Fletcher was arrested and placed in
Calloway County Jail for alcohol intoxication.
4:38 a.m. An auto accident was reported on N.
12th Street.

October 9
3:29 a.m. William Plum was arrested lor a DUI.
11:00 a.m. Christopher A. Ridberg reported van·
dalism and theft from his vehicle wh1le parked at
the stadium lot. The vehicle was broken into
through the right door. Missing from the car was
a laser radar, two kicker speakers, a 400 watt
amplifier, a 180 watt amplifier, a CO case and a
speaker box. The total value is estimated at
$1 ,245.
12:35 p.m. Sung Y. Young reported theft of cash
from a locker in Carr Health.
8:14 p.m. Amanda E. Leach reported her vehicle
window being broken while parked in th
Business Building parking lot.
10:46 p.m. Johnson Theater reported the theft of
a costume from the costume shop.
11 :25 p.m. A noise complaint was Issued for a
group behind Regents College.

October 13
2:26 a.m. A fire alann was set off in Richmond
College.
8:02 a.m. Murray Fire Department was dis·
patched to a false fire alarm in Mason Hall.
3:43 p.m. A complaint was issued against skateboarders in the National Scouting Museum area.
10:22 p.m. A report was taken on a vehicle that
was egged on University Dr. The car's paint was
damaged.

October 10
12:21 p.m. An ambulance was dispatched for a

October 14
3:00p.m. A report was issued on children throw·

I

ing rocks at cars in College Courts.
4:02 p.m. A girl fell near the Curris Center while
roller-blading. She was taken to Murray Hospital
with a leg injury.
4:17p.m. A possible car fire was reported near
the Clark/Hart colleges area. The vehicle over·
heated due to radiator problems.
5:40p.m. Gun Chung reported theft of $25 cash
from lockers in Carr Health. The locker door had
been forced open.
6:26 p.m. A professor fell in the Johnson
Theater.
8:00 p.m. Matthew G. Uvsay reported the theft
<?f $80 cash from his room in White College.
October 15
12:10 p.m. An auto accident was reported on
Hamilton Avenue. No injuries occurred.
1:30 p.m. Dhelia Freliex reported her vehicle
being keyed in the church parking Jot south of
15th and Main streets.
2:27 p.m. Tai-Ann Forte reported the hubcaps
stolen from her vehicle while parked in the stadi·
um lot.
9:40 p.m. A res1dent of Springer College report·
ed the theft of money from her room.
Information for Police Beat was gathered and
compiled by Murray State News staff from mate·
rials available to the public at the Public Safety
office.
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It Can ·uappen to Anyone
I

The facts you need
to know about

reast
ancer
Breast Self-Examination
Find breast cancer early and save your
life. Just follow these simple steps.
•Stand in front of s mlffor

Hold your arms at your sides. look at your
breasts. left and right breasts do not
match in most women. You need to know
what is nonnal for you. Next raise your
arms above your head.
Look for any of these signs in either
breast: changes in the shape, swelling,
dimples on the skin, or changes in the nipple. Next, put your hands on your hips .
Do this so that your chest muscles stand
out. Look for changes in the shape of your
breasts from one month to the next.
•Lie down on the bed

Get a pillow and put it under your right
shoulder. Place your right hand behind
your head. Place your left hand on your
right breast. Use your flat fingertips to feel.
Feel all your breast and that that part
of your body that goes from your breast to
your armpit. For most women this will take
a minute or so. You do not want to miss
any part of your breast
Now check your left breast the same
way you checked your right breast.

Photo Illustration Gwen Dyas/Staff
According to statistics one of every eight women will be affected by breast cancer at som e point In
her life.

Breast Cancer Risk By Age
Age

Odds

Breast
By SLONE

can~er

H UTCHISON

COLLEGE LIFE EDITOR

25 ............................................ ,...................... 1 in 19,608
30 ................................................................... 1 In 2,525
35 ...................................................................1 in 622

40 ................................................................... 1 in 217
45 ................................................................... 1 In 93
so ...................................................................1 in 50
55 .................................,................................. 1 in 33
60 ................................................................... 1 In 24

65 ................................................................... 1 in 17
70 ........... :.......................................................1 in14
75 ...................................................................1 in 11
80 ...................................................................1in10
85 ........................................................:.......... 1in9

In a lifetime .................., ... ,.............................1 in 8

Source: National Cancer Institute Oevcan Program, 1993

Source: American Cancer Society'

Breast cancer is the most common cancer
among American women today and its incidence is on the rise. More than 180,000
women are diagnosed each year in the
United States alone and about one-third of
those will die from the disease.
Although one of the main risk factors for
the development of the disease is age,
women in their late teens and early twenties should be aware of the numerous risk
factors associated with breast cancer.
The cancer-causing agents that have
been linked to lung and skin cancers may
also be related to the development of
breast cancer.
Judy Lyle, RN-C, staff nurse and health

non-discriminatory

educator for Health Services, said any type
of carcinogen has the potential to affect
breast health.
Smoking, alcohol consumption, use of
estrogens and oral contraceptives and poor
diet and nutrition have all been linked to
breast cancer.
Lyle said although typical college-aged
women are the lowest risk group for developing breast cancer, this is the time in
their lives that they should be educated
about detection, prevention and treatment
of the disease.
Breast cancer is unusual to see in
younger women, but it is not unheard of,"
Lyle said. "People typically think of breast
cancer as being an older woman's disease,
but it is still something that young people
need to be aware of."

Lyle also said even though breast cancer
is typically thought of as a women's disease, men are also at risk. About one percent of the male population develops breast
cancer.
According to a statistical report by D.a vid
Ginn M.D., of the Purchase Cancer Group
in Paducah, breast cancer is second only to
lung cancer in cancer-related deaths of
women and, unfortunately, the incidence
of the disease· is increasing.
"When I first came to work here the statistic was one woman in 10," Lyle said.
"Now it's one in eight. More and more
women are developing breast cancer each
year. People, especially women, need to do
all they can to keep themselves healthy
and fight the disease."

Jon Lowry/Graphics Manage!

'

Healthy living, early detection crucial in fight against breast cancer
BY SLONE HUTCHISON
COlLEGE LIFE EDITOR

With the incidence of breast cancer
increasing every year, it is more
important now than ever before for
people to be educated about prevention of the disease. There are several
steps that can be taken in an effort to
protect yourself from the disease.
"The very best thing you· can do to
reduce your chances of developing
breast cancer is practice good, healthy
habits like getting plenty of sleep, eating healthy and not smoking," said
Judy Lyle. RN-C, staff nurse and
health educator for Health Services.
Recent studies about dietary links
and breast cancer have been conflicting, but rpost findings to date indicate

i

that making wise
choices
about
their diet may
a. Reduce fat intake to 30 percent of calories or less.
produce
longb. Increase fiber intake to 20 to 30 grams per day.
term benefits in
c. Include a variety of vegetables and fruit in the daily diet.
the war against
d. Avold obesitY.
developing
e. Consume alcohol in moderation, If at all.
breast cancer.
f. Minimize consumption of salt-cured, salt-pickled, or
smokect foods.
There are two
theories about
Source: National Cancer Institute
why good nutrition may reduce
Jon lowry/Graphici Manager
the ever-incensing incidence of
in the tit>sues increase. Estrogen has
breast cancer in the United States.
been implicated in promoting the
One theory suggests that fat intake growth of breast legions.
can have adverse affects on the cell
membranes which ultimately supThere have' been several studies
press the body's immune system.
done about the relationship between

Nutr'ltion Guidelines.

Another theory suggests that as
dietary fat increases, estrogen levels

breast cancer and the use of oral contraceptives. Of the more than 20 stud-

ies that have · been performed, most
show no relation between birth control pills and the risk of breast cancer.
Some studies, however, do show a
slight increase, particularly in certain
groups such as women who have used
birth control pills for many years and
women in their forties.
In contrast, one of the studies even
showed a decrease in breast cancer
with birth control pill usage.
A link between heredity and the
development of breast cancer also
exists. Any first-degree relative with a
history of breast cancer increases a
person's chance of developing the disease to two to four times that of the
population with no other risk factors.
According to Aduance, a publication
for nurse practitioners, up to 70 percent of all breast cancer cases are

diagnosed in women who have no significant risk factors other than being
females who are growing older.
The most important thing to
remember about breast cancer is that
early detection is crucial. By performing breast self-exams and having regular mammograms, which are x-rays
of the breast, lumps may be detected
and tested in their earliest stages.
According to a National Institute of
Health booklet about breast cancer,
80 percent of all breast lumps are
benign, meaning no cancer is present.
The other 20 percent of breast lumps
are malignant, or cancerous, but if
cancer is found and treated at an early
stage the outlook is hopeful.
Eighty-five to 95 percent of all
women who undergo early treatment
are still alive five years after diagnosis.
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Faculty teach in· London
CCSA offers students the chance to study ·o verseas this winter
BY DENISE HIGGINS
REPORTER

Three Murray State University faculty
members could be spending part of their
winter break in London as part of the
Cooperative Center for Study Abroad's
London Winter Break Program.
David Balthrop, Dr. Thomas Miller and
Dr. Crystal Coel plan to instruct courses in
their respective disciplines during the two·
week program
Balthrop, director of theater, will lead
students through an examination of the
London theater.
His students will attend six productions
of different theaters, including a performance by the Royal Shakespeare Company
in Stratford-Upon-Avon.
In the past, students have also visited
Stonehenge and the Globe Museum during
the program.
Balthrop said he is looking forward to to
traveling abroad for the first time. He is
also very interested in the opportunity to
respond to the the visual history of a country that is more than a thousand years old.
• "It should be as much fun as it is educational," Balthrop said.
Dr. Thomas Miller, professor in the
department of psychology and the department of educational leadership and counseling,
offer a course on "CrossCultural Study of Family Violence."
Students enrolled in the course will
examine research studies from various

will

European cultures and
compare
them
to
research in the United
States.
According to Miller, the
students will also tour
facilities and museums
that deal with family violence.
BALTHROP
Among the stops will
be visits to the London
home of the famous psychologist,
Sigmund
Freud, and the Institute
of Psychology at the
University of London.
One reason Miller said
he is looking forward to
the program is the
HILLER
opportunity to work with
students in a real-world
setting, rather than in a
classroom.
"The world is our classroom today," Miller said.
Coel, a professor in the
department of speech
communication and theater, may teach a course
on "Speech and Debate:
A British Practicum.''
During her course, students will actively
participate in the exploration of a fuJI
range of communication skills employed by
the British people, both formally and infor·
mally.

HOMEPLACE RESTAURANT
CATFISH SPECIAL

Coel said students will be expected to
employ persuasion, small group and interviewing skills in learning about how the
British communicate.
However, Coel's trip is not assured
because at least 12 students must be
signed up for each class in order for CCSA
to sponsor it. Openings are available in the
course.
Instructors for the program are chosen
on a competitive basis. MSU's faculty join
with other Kentucky universities in offering courses in geography/economics, literature, marketing, mathematics, nursing,
psychology, speech/debate and theater.
Both students and non-students are
invited to take part in the program.
The cost is $2,095, and includes roundtrip airfare, accommodations at a four-star
hotel in central London, daily breakfast,
transportat.ion in England, and a guided
tour of London, as well as excursions outside of London.
Tickets for three theatrical productions,
including a performance by the Royal
Shakespeare Company, are also provided.
In addition to seeing the sights, students
can earn up to three credit hours for their
efforts.
The trip is scheduled from Dec. 26 to
Jan. 8. The application deadline is Oct. 18.
Anyone seeking additional information
can contact Dr. Ron Cella in the English
department at 762-4531 or Celia Wall in
the journalism and mass communications
department at 762-3171.

BY BRANDl Wa.tiAMS
IEPOI'na

While attending the College of William and Mary in
Williamsburg,Va., Katie Koestner waa raped by another student.
Koestner, UD1ib JIUUl1 'ric:tima of thia crime, wu able to
bring her Ulai)aot to~ and Pfllered national attention
for the issue of dMe 1'8~ a crime tbat uaually goes unreport·

ed.

m

Her story hM been featured several magazines as well aa
a movie titled, -No Ph)'lieal 8ruisee: the Katie Koestner
Story.•
With the help of Congnaman .run Ramstad, Koestner baa
alSo enc:ot.ll'8pd Ccmgre&lf to pass the, Victims' Bill of Rights
into law.
Now, she travele to ac:hoola to conduct seminars on date rape
prevention and tell her~. In the past two years Koestner
baa traveled to more than 800 schools. She said her travela

have been reW'811ting JO. far.
Recently she had the opportunity to share her story with
Murray State .tudenta IUld iDetrUc:t them on how to prevent
thia crime from bapp&DiDC t.o them during B.E. S.A.F.E. week.
"We have had a really IOOd l8II)JODIIe ftom mCI8t of the schools
we have attended,• Koestner aid, •we have only had a few •
incidents of \1Ctim. blamjnc •
She .eaid, -.rhe people at Murray State who have. attended
the meetings have been really suoorti"' of the ~.·
Koestner encourapa men, aa well as women, to attend the
le88ione.

1'J believe that men ale integral to the solutiOR of stopping
rape.• she aaicl. -It ia not jut a women'• iaeue; however,
women are U8Wllb the cmee who attencL•
"The tint thiDc I would tellaomeoae who was raped would
be that it ia ~ their fault, and ihat I believe $hem," KOestner
said. "beeau.e aecord:iDI to the FBI, 98 percent of them are
tellina' the truth.•

,-

,-
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Custom framing, mating,
and prints for sale.

Friday & Satvday 5-S p.m.
nt s. t2tb St. 759-3136
Buffet da1Jy IJ a.m.•7 p.m.
opea 4 a.m.-a p.m. Moada)·Sahuday
5:30 a.m.-3 p.m. Sundays

Rape seminar tells
students to be safe

I I

/\

would like to
thank everyone who attended the
AIDS
.
semznar.
Thank You
for your Support

-106 S. 5th St.
. \I

\
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Attention students and faculty
SAA

Student

Clinique "Quick Takes"
Great skin makers and makeup wonders all in one handy pouch. Your Clinique
bonus includes Facial Soap Extra-Mild in a travel dish, Dramatically Different
Moisturizing Lotion, Turnaround Cream, Almost Makeup SPF 15, Pair of
Shades Eye Shadow Duo in Ash Violets and Remoisturizing Lipstick in Grape
Cognac. You will receive your free gift with any $15 Oinique purchase.

.&t-s~

Association

11

Estee Lauder Fall Collection"
Start the fall off on the right foot with the Estee Lauder collection of fall colors
and fragrance. Your gift includes an eye shadow duo in Taupe and Ivory,
Double Color Lipstick in Au Currant, an All Day Lipstick in Milano Tile, More
Than Mascara, two nail lacquers in Sheer Cream and Ice and Tuscany Per
Donna. You'll receive your free gift with any $17.50 Estee Lauder purchase.
To reserve a time to ensure your appointment you may call in advance to set
aside a specific time.

Clinique- 502-442-3200 ext. 5013
Estee Lauder- 502-442-3200 ext. 5014
This is available exclusively to MSU students and faculty. While you're there
register to win the Clinique and Este Lauder gift baskets.

t/ Be
t/

a part of MUDBALL!

Gain valuable knowledge that
will help your future career.
t/ Get involved

in an organization
that will help you make
many business connections.
t/

\
I I

'

.

On Oct. 22 Clinique and Estee Lauder will be offering complimentary skincare
and color consultations. Stop by the Cumberland room in the Curris Center
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. to receive some expert advice and pampering from the
line of your choice. With a minimum purchase you'll receive a free gift.

1\

Obtain personal skills that allow
you to become an integral part
of your University.

INFORMATIONAL MEETING
OCT. 21 AT 9 p.m.
BARKLEY ROOM

L
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Wann surveys sports fan anxiety
days before,
this shows intense concern for responses were not effected by
three
days
the outcome of the game.
gender.
before, three
"Highly-identified fans get
In addition to his research,
more and more pumped up as Wann has been concentrating
Sports fans often await hours before,
upcoming games with rising immediately
an important game approaches on
his
textbook, Sport
prior to and
anxiety as gametime nears.
and when it is tied," Wann said. Psychology, for the past three
Know the feeling? Dr. Daniel at halftime of
With the MTSU game, nei- and a half years. It will be
games
Wann does, and he documented the
ther the high- or low-identified available from Prentice Hall in
it in his st udy examining the against confans were anxious before the December.
WANN
game, but at halftime the highanxiety level of Murray State ference rival
ly-identified fans did show an . Wann said the 450-page book
Tennessee
basketball fans.
Wann, assistant professor of State University and a strug- increase in somatic anxiety, focuses on all aspects of sport
proving they were participating psychology and covers topics
psychology, has been research- gling Middle Tennessee State.
relevant to the experiences of
"For fans that really care, in the game.
ing sports psychology for the
Wann chose the games players, coaches, officials and
their anxiety levels at halftime
past 10 years.
"This was just another aspect were extremely high," Wann th rough his knowledge of Racer teachers.
basketball during the 1993-94
of the behavior, to see if specta- said.
"There was a need for a good
Wann
measured
fans'
cogtUseason.
tors respond like the athletes,"
textbook in sport psychology,"
From the study, be concluded he said.
tive anxiety, that is if they were
he said.
mentally
worried
about
the
that
fans experience similar
Wann surveyed 31 Murray
He said it is based somewhat
game
and
their
somatic,
or
feelings
to those of athletes, in
State basketball fans to deteron
his own research, but mainterms
physiological
anxiety,
such
as
of
anxiety,
both
before
mine their anxiety levels before
ly
compiles
all research in the
increased
heart
rate.
and
during
a
game.
The
most
and during two men's basketfield
because
prior books were
intense
reactions
are
from
Wann
said
high-identificaball games. First he measured
outdated.
highly-identified
sports
fans.
tion
fans
became
increasingly
the group of 19 men and 12
"For low-identification fans,
women's identification level worried as the TSU game drew
"Most of those in use came
they
may go, but they don't get from a sports background," he
near.
At
halftime,
tied
28-28,
with MSU.
After the first survey, he then their physiological anxiety sky- wound up," he said.
said. "In psychology you get a
He also found that that most different perspective."
assessed t heir anxiety levels 12 rocketed. According to Wann,

Sport Spectator Anxiety
MSU va. MTSU (at halftime)

BY jENNIFER POTTER
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Anxiety
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·High IdentificatiOn

0

Low ldenhflcaUon

Sport Spectator Anxiety
MSU va. TSU (at halftime)
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Anxiety
Source: Dr. Daniel Wann
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SENIORS
tudent Leadership
Development Board
applications are available in
the Student Organizations
office on the 1st floor of the
Curris Center.

Society is becoming even more complex
and technologically oriented. The master's
degree can provide the bridge between
higher education and the professional workplace.

Ptu&ly, Ocr. 25

J oin the growing number of students entering a
graduate s tudy at Murray State. Give yourself

a better opportunity for:
1.
2.

·

Applications are due back in the
Student Organizations office
~dnesday, Oct. 23 at 4:30 p.m.

Greater flexibility and more rapid
career advancement.
A higher b egtnn\ng salary that remains
with you throughou t your careers.

Call Your Papa
For Free Delivery

Now a~cepting declining balance
after 9 p.m. Carry-out or delivery.

RACER SPECIAL
Large one topping
$6.98 +Tax

r----------,r----------,
Two Small
Cheese Pizzas

II
11
II

One Large
with the 11Works"

1
1
I

I
II
I
I
II
I
I
II
I
.
.
I1 Not valld With any otht'r offer. Val1d. II
II Not vahd w1th any other coupon. VAlid II
I only at parnopatmg locabons. II only at pamopalmg locations.
I

Adcbtionaltoppmga 70c each.

F.xpu-e& 12/18/96

II

Additional toppmgs 95( extra.
F.llpln!S 12/ 18/96

I

I

L----------~L----------~

Good Luck Racers!

trr •

Ooual Csrr~ 11JM"ex.

The Sisters of .AI.A would
like to congratulate their
new intiates,

753-6666

1
1
I

Capert 6:30p.m.
H«a P«U 8:30 p.m.

Jacque Abernathy
Mary Baird
Schanda Banister
Andrea Bayer
Tara Bird
Nicole Borre
Arnie Brien
Torri Buntin
Stacey Carrico
Jill Coble
Jodie Cremer
Jessica Crowell
Dean Ann Daughaday
Stacey Elliot
Amanda Forbus
Carrie Frailley
Jessica Fulcher
Emily Hanson
Farrah Hargrove
Autumn Harley
Melissa Harrison
Ellen Hawkins
Lisa Holbert
Amy Jones

-~

---

Jennifer Jones
Julie Lardner
Amanda Lovett
Heather Martin
Nicofe Massey
Mitzi Metheney
Karen McKee
Shalon McKenzie
Jessica McMillan
Nicole Miesner
Sarah Monroe
Rogina Oliver
Stacie Pemberton
Heather Price
Leah Prince
Brooke Rawlins
Chassity Sanders
Brooke Schorck
Bambi Silva
Tara Slaughter
Ashlye Todd
Melanie Vincent
Emily Will~tt
Jennifer Wright

--•Love in A.!'A, Your Sisters--·
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MSU, EIU set for showdown
Tale of the Tape: M·SU vs. EIU

BY MIKE 0HSTROM
SPORTS EDITOR

Murray State head football
coach Houston Nutt preaches
team speed, and his eighthranked Racers will have to live
up to their name if they are to
defeat
the
14th -ranked
Panthers of Eastern Illinois in
a
critical
Ohio
Valley
Conference battle 1:30 p.m.
Saturday in Charleston.
After looking sluggish on the
Skyhawk Stadium grass in
Saturday's 28-14 road win over
Tennessee-Martin Saturday,
MSU will have to be faster on
the natural turf of O'Brien
Stadium in order to contend
with EIU's offensive line, which
boasts an average size of 6'4"
and 324 pounds, and to counter
the feared Panther defense.
"We're not ~s quick on grass
because we practice on turf all
the time," said Nutt, who took
his Racers out on the grass
fields behind Springer College
llhis week to prepare for EIU.
"They (the Panthers) are not as
big on defense as some of the
teams we'll see, but they're
very, very fast and they create
a lot of havoc."
To compensate, MSU will
rely on the physical play and
senior leadership of fullback
David McCann and defensive
end Anthony Hutch.
McCann received an opportunity to play tailback against
UT-M, and the native of
Elizabethtown responded by
carrying the ball 15 times for
88 yards and two touchdowns
against the Skyhawks.
McCann's
two
(\COres
increased his career touchdown

DE
DT
DT
DE

Murray State Defensive Line

Eastern Illinois Defensive Line

Average: 6'3", 244 pounds

Average: 6'3", 245 pounds

Terry Anthony
Carlos Ransey
Mathias Vavao
Anthony Hutch

35
86
99
89

6'1"
6'1"
6'5·
6'4"

DE

DT

DT

DE

89

99

86

35

v

v v

215
205
280
275

DE
DT
DT
DE

RG
AT

6'5"
6'3"
6'1"
6'3"

DE

DT

DT

DE

92

45

78

95

230
263
245
243

v v v

0 0 0 0 0
· LT LG c AG AT
76 61 52 71 74

74 64 73 69 79

c

Kevin Ellison .
Reggie Scott
Brian McGavock
John Moyer

95
78
45
92

v

v

0 0 0 0 0
LT LG c AG AT

LT
LG

NCAA I· AA TOP 25

Eastern Illinois Offensive Line

Murray State Offensive Line

Average: 6'4", 324 pounds

Average: 6'4", 281 pounds

74
64
73
69
79

Travis Hunerburg 6'8"
Lemont Clark
6'3"
C. Westenberger 6'3"
Ctuis Dunkle
6'2"
Pete Wilkes
6'5"

297
354
340
335
293

LT
LG

c

RG
AT

76
61
52
71
74

Dan Brown
Rob Reynolds
Brian Cox
Mark Robinson
Willy Van Gorder

6'5"
6'6~

6'0"
6'3"
6'6"

285
310
250
270
290

Jon Lowry/Graphics Manager
total to 22, which moved him
into a tie for second place on
MSU's all-time career touchdowns list.
'"They (the coaches) have
faith in me," said McCann of
his play at tailback, for which
Nutt praised McCann's ability
to run the ball with authority:
"They put me in to run the ball
hard and eventually score, and
I got the job done."
Hutch, meanwhile, delivered
four sacks and two tackles for
losses to earn OVC Defensive
Player of the Week honors. The
return to Charleston marks the
two-year anniversary of the

Racer's 1994 season-opener,
where MSU beat the Panthers
31-15 but lost Hutch for the
season because of a career threatening
k nee
injury.
Revenge, however, is the farthest thing from Hutch's mind.
"fm just going to go out there
and try to play like I did last
week," said Hutch, who was a
1993 All-OVC first-team selection before receiving an injury
redshirt for the 1994 season. "I
play well when rm not worrying about things, and as long as
I play ball, t hings will take car e
of themselves."
Saturday's game will feature

two of the nation's best quarterbacks. EIU's Mike Simpson
is third in the country in passing efficiency after throwing h is
first interception of the season
in the Panthers' 10-7 home loss
to 17th -ranked Western Illinois
Saturday, while MSU's Mike
Cherry completed his first 11
passes against UT-M and finished 17 of 21 for 170 yards.
Cherry is 77 yards from leaping into fourth place on MSU's
all-time career passing yards
list, and only one Cherry pass
has been intercepted in his last
three games.
"Our offense is built for big

Team
Record
1. Marshall
6·0
2. Montana
5·0
3. Northern Iowa
5-1
4. Jackson State
5-0
5. Southwest Missouri State 5-1
6. Troy State
5·1
7. Northam Arizona
6-1
8. Murray State
5-1
9. VIllanova
5-1
10. Delaware
5·1
11. Furman
5-1
12. Stephen F. Austin
3-2
13. James Madison
5·1
14. Eastern Illinois
4-1
15. Florida A&M
5-1
16. East Tennessee State
6-1
17. Western Illinois
5-1
18. New Hampshire
4-1
19. William & Mary
4·2
20. Eastern Washington
5·1
21 Appalachian State
3·3
22. Northwest Louisiana
4-2
23. Indiana State
5·2
24. Connecticut
3-3
3-3
25. Idaho State

OVC STANDINGS
OVC
Team
Murray State
Eastern Illinois
E. Kentucky
Tenn. Tech
Tenn. State
Middle Tenn. St.
Se Missouri St.
Tenn.-Martin
Austin Peay St.

w
4
2
2
2
1
1
1
0
0

l
0
0
0
1
1
2
3
3
3

Overall

w

l

5
4

1
1
3
2

2
3
2
3
1
0
0

3
3
4
5
6

Mike Ohstrom/Sports Editor
plays, but Mike has settled
down and has been taking what
the defense gives him," said
wide receiver Jesse Jones.
"Mike always makes things
happen, and we just need him
to keep us in situations where
we don't have to rely on the big
play."

Racers beat APSU without Bowlin
Dearworth orchestrates
3-1 victory as Bridges,
Diebold, Hoffman shine
BY j ASON YATES
REPORTER

DM~ny VoweiiNisual Editor
Outside hitter Jill Ke nne dy re turns a n Austin Peay State se rve
during Murray State's four-set win Tuesday In Racer Arena.

As Austin Peay State and Murray State prepared for their Ohio Valley Conference rematch
Tuesday night in Racer Arena there was one
thing missing - Racer bead coach Brenda
Bowlin.
Bowlin was "absent because of a death in the
family, but her team did not miss a beat under
f:Lll-in head coach and former MSU great Sarah
Dearworth in posting a 10-15, 15-7, 1.5~11, 15-11
victory to sweep the regular-season ' series
against the Governors.
The Racers came out flat during the early portion of the opening game, as t hey could not
recover from a 7-1 first-set deficit. Dearworth
said the Racers had a great deal to overcome in
the first game.
"It was hard for us to get into game mode after
the one-week layoff," said Dearworth, the 1994
OVC Player of the Year. "The team appeared a
little apprehensive without coach Bowlin."
The Racers regrouped and tallied the first
eight points of the second game to blitz the

McKinney runs to glory
Doty said. "The kids are realiz"McKinney worked hard to
ing now, that all the hard work- get first place at Austin Peay,"
outs we've had are rewarding Doty said. "He's one of those
Jason McKinney's first-place them."
kids who has a heart about the
finish at the Austin Peay State
McKinney, a junior from size of a basketball."
Invitational
Saturday
in Georgetown, Til., placed second
Junior Keith Jared and
Clarksville, Tenn. highlighted out of93 runners with an eight- sophomores Brad Mason and
the Murray State men's cross kilometer time of 25 minutes Jeremy Sobecki contributed
country team's best outing of and 59 seconds. However, the with eighth-, 12th-, and 18ththe year.
defending OVC cross country place finishes, respectively.
The Racers placed second out champion received first-p lace
In women's competition, the
of 13 teams with a total of 69 honors because Southern Lady Racers finished ninth out
points, 24 points behind first- Indiana's Mike Hillyard, who of 14 teams with a 192-point
place Belmont. The closest finished four seconds ahead of showing, 140 points behind
Ohio Valley Conference team to McKinney, competed as an Southeast Missouri St ate's
MSU in the men's team stand- independent runner.
first-place squad.
ings was Austin Peay State,
..I was about five to 10 secSophomore . Renee Ha ley
who finished fifth with 144 onds behind the leader going pac~d the team with a 29thpoints.
into the last mile, and I just place fmish and a time of 24:41.
Head coach Bob Doty felt kicked it in and barely won it," Phyllis Jackson finished in two
good about MSU's performance said McKinney, who edged out spots behind at 31st, with a
and attributed his team's suc- Belmont's Patrick Materna and time of 24:45.
cess to tougher meets earlier in Lenny Durrough to capture the
The cross country teams will
tho season.
individual title.
compete again Saturday at the
"We've ran against the big
Doty said he is equally proud Tennessee-Martin Invitational
schools all year, and now we're of all his runners, but admits it in Martin on the same course
running against our level of is hard to find many runners where the conference cha mpicompetition and it's paying otT," with McKinney's work ethic.
onship will be held Nov. 2.
BY CHRIS jONES
REPORTER

7

Governors 15-7.
The pivotal point of the matcl) came in game
three with APSU leading 11-9. Middle hitters
Melissa Bridges and Stephanie Diebold, who collected 22 and 20 kills, respectively, scored the
Racers' final six points to give MSU a two-setsto-one lead.
MSU (16-7, 7-3) coasted to a 15-11 triumph in
game four.
Besides the exceptional offensive play of
Bridges and Diebold, MSU was paced by the
defensive accomplishments ofKristi Hoffman. In
addition to her 60 assists and two aces, Hoffman
had a team-high 22 digs as she spent most of the
match sliding around the Racer Arena floor.
The Racers, whose next OVC match will be
against Tennessee-Martin at 7 p.m. Tuesday in
Racer Arena, will take a break from conference
wars Saturday as they host Arkansas-Little
Rock at 1 p.m. Dearworth believes the team will
stay focused for UALR.
"During the season, the team wants to continue elevating its play no matter whom the opponent might be," Dearworth said. "It is always
nice to add a victory to the win column."
Bridges, a senior from Havana, Ill., thinks that
it is easier to play in a non-conference match.
"Actually, we frequently play better in nonconference matches because we are more
relaxed," Bridges said. ~e try to play consistently no matter who we are against."

Oates leads Racers to
caDlpus softball crowtl
BY EDDIE GRANT
SPORTS STAFF WRITER

The 1996 men's intramural softball final between Pi Kappa
Alpha and the Racers was a slugfest to remember, with the
Racers winning the championship contest 17-9 Monday at
Murray-Galloway County Park.
The Pikes drew fi rst blood, scoring three runs in their first atbat. The Racers answered with solo home runs from Benji Bona,
Mark Oates and Matt Hall to tie the score at 3-3 at the end of the
first.
In the bottom of the second, Oates hit another solo shot and
Hall drove in a run, giving the Racers a 5-3 advantage. The
Racers would push the score to 8-3 with the help of a three run
homer by Oates in the third inning.
"It was great," said Oates of his multi-homer performance.
"Everybody gets lucky once in a while."
But the Pikes were not finished yet. In the fourth inning, the
fraternity rallied for five runs to even the score at 8-8. In the fifth
inning, though, the Racers would put the game away for good,
scoring nine runs with the h~lp of two two-run homers.
The Pikes would only be able to manage one more run in the
final inning before the Racers could begin celebrating their men's
intramural softball title.
In t he women's bracket, Sigma Sigma Sigma defeated the team
from Alpha Om icron Pi by a score of 10-3 Monday, giving them
the 1996 women's intramural softball title.

1996

Discipline
crucial in
duel with
Panthers
After comparing
the Sports
football teams Talk
of
Eastern
lllinois and
Murray State
on paper at
this point of
the
season,
one
would
have to give
the Panthers
a decided edge M IKE
going into the
0HSTROM
Ohio Valley
Conference SPQrts Editor
showdown....__ _ _ __.
between the eighth-ranked
Racers and 14th-ranked EIU
at 1:30 p.m. Saturday in
Charleston.
The Panthers seem to have
an edge in virtually every facet
of the game. Their offensive
line averages 324 pow1ds per
position and has been a major
factor in EIU's whopping time
of possession average of 37
minutes and 18 seconds per
game.
Their quarterback Mike
Simpson is third in the nation
in passing efficiency and
attempted 113 passes before
throwing his first interception
of the season 'last week. The
Panther defense is fourth
among all I-AA teams in total
defense and has combined with
EIU's strong special teams
squads to lead the OVC with a
+9 turnover margin.
The game will be played on
grass and before a large
Homecoming crowd, so large in
fact that the closest available
hotel MSU could find was in
Mount Vernon, 111., 108 miles
•
from Charleston.
And to top it all off, the
Panthers will come out fired up
after suffering their first loss of
the year 10-7 to Western
Illinois Saturday at O'Brien
Stadium.
So why do I believe the
Racers will come through in
this battle of OVC co-lenders,
besides the fact "that I am a
diehard MSU fan? The answer
is simple - discipline.
When a team knows it is facing an inferior opponent, the
superior squad often plays at
the level of its competition
before eventually pulling out
the expected victory.
Such was the case with the
Racers' 28-14 road win over
Tennessee-Martin Saturday, '
as. MSU coughed up four fumbles, was penalized 10 times
for 98 yards and had to rely on
a reverse and two wide receiver passes, one for a touchdown
and the other for a two-point
conversion, to help jump-start
the offense.
However, the Racers know
they are in for a fight against
Eastern Illinois, and if they are
to remain in the driver's seat in
the defense of their OVC title,
MSU must keep its mistakes to
a minimum.
• Pi Kappa Alpha has the
right idea by sponsoring MSU's
first All-Campus Run at 2:30
p.m. Thursday on the northwest corner of the Hart College
complex.
The two-mile run will be the
first event in the University's
residential college era that will
bring together the residential
colleges, fraternities, sororities, faculty and staff to provide a true campus-wide experience for> everyone at MSU.
Not only will participation
and involvement be promoted
at the All-Campus Run, but the
cash prizes and trophies
a warded to the winners in each
competition class will instill
pride and a sense of community in the Univer::;ity that has
been lacking for so long.
Those interested in participating in the All-Campus Run
should call Thomas Shwab at
(502) 436-6129.

I
SPORTS
Racers Struggle without Grogan
The Muiray State l'jews
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BY GREG STARK

on a couple of holes which hurt

REPORTER

nament, which was hosted by
Memphis.
Grogan, who averaged 73.5
Playing without
Adam strokes per round, was last
Grogan, who is out for the sea- year's individual Ohio Valley
son after rotator cuff surgery, Conference champion.
the Murray State men's golf
~'The Joss of Grogan has
team struggled to 17th place at weakened our team considerthe 54-hole Kroger Invitational ably," said head coach Buddy
Tuesday in Memphis, Tenn.
Hewitt.
Leading the Racers were
Rooker, a freshman from
Jason Lancaster, who finished Murray, thought the team did
43rd with an 11-over-par total not play to its full ability.
of 229, and Jessie Rooker, who
"We didn't play as well as we
shot a 233. National power could have," Rooker said. "Each
Auburn won the 18-team tour· player had some high numbers

us."

"They didn't perform up to
their potential, although (the
Kroger Invitational had) a
strong field," Hewitt said.
Hewitt believes that before
the next tournament, the team
needs to improve on its scoring
averages.
"In Division I golf, the average per player must be 75 and
under," Hewitt said. "We
haven't reached that level yet."
Rooker thinks the team
needs to work on the short

game, especially putting.
"If we can keep our threeputts, double-bogeys and 'others' down, we could play with
anybody," Rooker said.
Hewitt is hoping for major
improvement at MSU's next
tournament is the Persimmon
Ridge Intercollegiate Monday
and Tuesday in Louisville.
"I expect more than I probably should from my team,"
Hewitt said. "My expectations
would be to go to Louisville and
average 75 per man, as well as
have a good finish."

McLeary bests own 54-hole· score
tie for 11th place out of 55 individual competitors.
"I thought I did pretty good," said
Consistency proved to be the theme for McLeary, a native of South Fulton, Tenn.
the Murray State's women's golf team at "Everything came together, because in
the Brooks Medical Supply Classic other tournaments I would have two or
Tuesday in Jonesboro, Ark., where the three bad holes."
Tuesday's tournament was also encour·
Lady Racers finished seventh out of 11
aging for McLeary's teammates, who postteams.
·Junior Mikki McLeary led the Lady ed their lowest scores of the season. All five
Racers with a career-best 54-hole total of Lady Racers shot 250 or under for the
236 (81-74-81), which was good enough to three-round tournament.
BY GREG STARK
REPORTER

"I'm very pleased," said head coach
Velvet Milkman. "Arkansas State was the
most consistent tournament we've had this
fall."
The .Lady Racers will next co-host the
Racer/Hilltopper Classic Sunday through
Tuesday at the Miller Memorial Golf
Course with Western Kentucky, will welcome Eastern Kentucky, Tennessee Tech,
Eastern Illinois, Samford, Dayton,
Western Carolina, Jackson State, and
Spring Hill College.

Seth Dixon/Staff

Murray State men's golfer Joachim Lange blasts a bunker shot at
W ednesday's practice at Murray's Miller Memorial Golf Course.

Salukis too fast for
MSU, Paducah clubs
•
BY EDDIE GRANT
SPORTS STAFF WRITER

Hicks, Hastings on target in loss to JSU
BY MIKE 0HSTROM
SPORTS EDITOR

Sixty-eight points is all that
separates the fifth- and sixthranked rifle teams in the
nation at this point in the season, and Murray State head
coach Elvis Green could not be
more content, considering the
amount of improvement he
expects his Racers to make by
next spring.

"We didn't do great in smallbore, but I'm pretty much
pleased with our air rifle
scores," said Green of the
Racers' 6182-6114 loss to
Jacksonville State Saturday in
Jacksonville, Ala. "We came
within 16 points of what I
expected."
Sophomore Ken Hicks and
freshman Marra Hastings continued their torrid pace on the
range. Hicks took individual

team honors and second place
overall with a smallbore score
of 1168, while Hastings finished with a second-place air
rifle total of 391, just one shot
behind
JSU's
Katqy
Schuneman.
Senior Amanda Stone, who
missed the JSU match along
with Mike Desjardin because of
a Saturday class, is proud of
the success Hicks and Hastings
early in their collegiate careers.

"When I came here, the
seniors had so many other
things going on that they struggled," Stone. "I think freshmen
feel they have to prove themselves, and Marra and Ken
have excellent futures."
Saturday's Tennessee Tech
Invitational in Cookeville,
Tenn. will be the Racers' next
stop before hosting Austin Peay
State and Xavier Friday at the
Pat Spurgin Rifle Range.

Even by combining forces, Murray State and the Paducah
Rugby Club could not overcome the talent of Southern Illinois'
rugby squad, as the Salukis, the top-ranked team in the state of
illinois, defeated both foes Saturday in Carbondale.
After defeaUng Paducah 10-5, SIU took on the Racers, who had
assistance from some members of Paducah's club. MSU, led by
Steve Thomas, Jeremy Baker and Paul Darrell, scored 25 points,
the team's largest offensive output in MSU club history, but the
Salukis outscored the Racers with 43 points of their own.
"They were too fast for us," said MSU team president Josh
Andrews, who was still proud of how the Racers fared against
such a strong opponent. "We played an inside game, but their
players out on the wing were just faster than we were."
MSU's next game will be against Vanderbilt at noon Sunday on
the intramural fields behind Winslow Cafeteria.

Will Be Mailed by Oct. 18
If you have any questions call
Registration Office
at 762-3776
ID Required to pick up second copy at the Registration Office, Sparks Hall
Please notify the Registration Office with any address changes.

Car Care Fair
Thursday Oct. 24
at Napa Auto Parts
1300 N. 12th St.

Wednesday, Oct. 30
* Last day to drop any full- semester course,
Student will receive grade of "W" (no penalty)
Call Racer Touch 762·3500
* Last day to change any full semester course from CREDIT to

Hwy 641 N.
753-4424

Free inspections of:
• Lights
• Belts & Hoses

Sponsored By:

AUDIT.

• Windshield Wipers
• Fluids & Lubricants

• Tires
• Battery

University Tire
1406 W. Mal•

15~994

Cunningham Auto R~pair

Permission form must have full signatures of the student's adviser and the teacher of the
course.

619 S. 4th St. 753-6831

Pittman Wheel
.08 N. 4tb St. 753- 6779

FOR SALE $750
IDM Compatible

386 4-RAM 640MB Hard Drive
WINDOWS 3.1 installed
Color Monitor

ookingfor more out of your be your Gateway to a better, more meancollege experience t.han the , , ingful college experience. We emphasize
classroom? Kappa Sigma . ;,Jlcademics, : inyolve~ent, leadership, service
will visit the Murray State ·and brotherhood. : ·' · ·
University looking for men interested in
What you learn, the people you meet,
setting a new standard of .excellence on
and the brothers you make for life in Kappa
campus. Kappa Sip, as one of the largest Sigma can open the doors to your future
and strongest college fraternities, wants to
success.

L

F OR

M

ORE. I N F O R M A T I O N

Contact•Jenj He~ger, Anthony Epp or Brian Black
call 762.-6436 ore-mall JLHtdinger@aol.com or AnthEpp@aol.com
Check our our website ar: http://www.kappasigma.org/

L

'

..

l
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Volleyball
MSU 3, APSU 1
Tuesday at Racer Arena
Team
1 2
3 4
APSU (7-10, 2-6) 15 7 11 11
MSU (16-7, 7-3) 10 15 15 15
Kills - Austin Peay State 51
(Page 14), Murray State 71
(Bridges 22). Assists - Austin Peay
State 44 (Anderson 36), Murray
State 63 (Hoffman 60). Aces Austin Peay State 6 (Bown,
Anderson 2), Murray State 8
(Hoffman, Brashers 2). DigsAustin Peay State 70 (Page 18),
Murray State 75 (Hoffman 22).
Blocks - Austin Peay State 11
(Hart 4), Murray State 9 (Bndges
3.5).
A- 206. T- 1:35.

Cross Country
APSU INVITATIONAL
Saturday in Clarksville, Tenn.

PERSONALS
Rewatd offered lor Information leading
to the idonllty of a driver Involved In a hit
and rvn accident on Monday October 7,
1996 between 4-5 p.m. In the south end
of the Currts Center parking lot. The
un(denlified car was wh1te or light In
color driven by a female with dartt hair.
The ~r she hit Ia a ra<l '89 Ford Probe.
Her car $hould have damage to the passenger side front bumper and may have
re:d pa1nt on 11 .. Any Info will be confidential . Call 489·2895 (local) alter 8

Men's Team Results: 1. Belmont,
45 points.. 2 . Murray State, 69. 3.
Vanderbilt, 114. 4. Arkansas State,
126. 5. Austin Peay State, 144. 6.
Southeast Missouri State, 176. 7.
Tennessee Tech, 196. 8.
Bellarmine, 218. 9. AlabamaHuntsville, 236. 10. Middle
Tennessee State, 253. 11 .
Tennessee-Martin, 296. 12. David
Lipscomb, 311 . 13. Tennessee
State, 326.
Women's Team Standings: 1.
Southeast Missouri State, 52
points. 2. Vanderbilt, 69. 3.
Tennessee Tech, 115. 4. Southern
Indiana, 130. 5. Memphis, 173. 6.
Arkansas State, 175. 7.
Tennessee-Martin,
8.
Alabama-Huntsville, 184. 9. Murray
State, 192. 10. Belmont, 282. 11 .
Bellarmine, 293. 12. Middle
Tennessee State, 328. 13. David
Lipscomb, 394. 14. Tennessee
State, 411.
MSU Men's Individual Times:
1. Jason McKinney, 25:59. 8.

Good luck to Belinda Vandergriff, Far·
rah Hargrove, and Tracl Richerson w1tll
Ms. MSU mterviews. Love, the sisters of

A little moth told rrnt he was moving to
Australia to live l'<ith Roo.

M&; If 1 had all the gold or thole trees.

MC
Katl\leen- Good luck w1th 500... we're
going to do great!
Mandy

n•.

COngratulations to Jessica Edwards.
Mindy Reynolds, and Kelly Hall for
be111g UI.'s new members of the week
bes~

Shoobyl

ThankS to Amy Roth and Jell Wilson for
all their hard work on UI.'s Sisterhood
ratre'at You did a fantastic Job (loved
the hayndel)
Heather Mart1n~Thanks lor all of your
help You're doing great! Love In AtA ,
Amy ..

SiQI!Ia Chi's, We had a Blast at our
mixert The Sigmas are ready lor Water
Gun War Ill

SUNDAY

AIA

Yes I lilte pina colodas and getting
caught in the rain. rm not into lleallh
foo<f and I hke champagne. I did.wtlat
was ngfll {The Camper)
Sig E~ The war Is on! We're reedy for
you and we're waiting! Stay on your
toes· the EIGiiT could tum up any·
where! Hugs & Kisses, the 18.,
Tara Bird You're an awesome Iii sis. I'm,
sony I couldn't be here lor Initiation. I
love you.
Amy

vas.

A f A Pledges, Congratulations on pass·

lng your test. We're proud of your
You're almost there! • your slslf' of
A fA

NOTICE
Sel~ Cera for $175. Porsches, Cadi!·
lacs, Chevys, BMW's. Corvettes. Also
Jeeps, 4WD's. Your Area. Toll Free
(1)800·898-9778 Ext. A-7508 for CUI•
rent list1ngs.

PROFIT STORAGE CENTERS • Sleel

Thanks m·a~or a greal ~ pony • er
~e~inNory
8Vlll
e,
, 20 d1'9Jit;,
l#ltl:and all your SUI:lClOrt during Fall Fest •
$9, ; 40x1 • O'UnltS. $ 6,215. t;'ree
Sisters of Aft. ·
brochures. Sentinel Buildings, 800-327•
0790, extenslOr'l 790.
Tori Squires ThankS lor pinning your
twin at mltlatlon. I lave you . You are the
BE YOUR OWN BOSS • Large profit
greatest. • . YBS Amy
polenlial processing insurance daims
and billmg lor heatthcare providers.
Operation Frog Mission Number One
Software purchase required. No experi·
Complete! Where the hell were you
ence necessary, Flfl8oong available.
~??

Kristi Hoffman and Anthony Hutch are the Race rs

MONDAY

of the Week.
Hoffman, a junior setter from Dexter, Mo., served as a
coach on the court during the Murray State volleyball
team's I0- 15, 15-7, 15- 11, I S-11 win over Austin Peay
State Tuesday in Racer Arena. W ith head coach Brenda
Bowlin absent because of a death in the family, Hoffman
keyed the Racers with 60 assists, two aces and 22 digs.
Hutch, a senior defensive end from South Fulton, Tenn.,
led Murray State's football team to Saturday's 28-14 victory on the road against Tennessee-Martin. Honored as the
Ohio Valley Conference's Defensive Player of the Week.
Hutch sacked Skyhawk quarterbacks four times and had
two more tackles for losses in the win.

Men's Golf - Persimmon Ridge Intercollegiate Invitational in louisville
Women's Golf - RacerJHilltopper Classic at Miller Memorial Golf Course

TUESDAY
Men's Golf - Persimmon Ridge Intercollegiate Invitational in louisville
Women's Golf - RacerJHilltopper Classic at Miller Memorial Golf Course
Volleyball - Tennessee-Martin vs. MSU at 7 p.m. In Racer Arena

FRIDAY
Rifle - Austin Peay State and Xavier vs. MSU at Pat Spurgin Rifle Range
Volleyball - MSU vs. Eastern Illinois at 7 p.m. in Charleston
Keith Jared, 26:55. 12. Brad
Mason, 27:19. 18. Jeremy Sobecki,
27;35. 30. Tony Jonas, 28:14. 36.
Todd Duff, 28:39. 57. Chris Ruga,
29;41.
MSU Women's Individual Tlmes:

CASH FOR HOME OWNERS • Credit
problema understood. No application
fee. As tow as: $10,000 for $95 a
month, $25,000 lor $239 a month,
$40,000 for $382 a month. Axed rates
800-669-8957

A fA

Notebook

Women's Golf - Racer/Hilltopper Classic at Miller Memorial Golf Course

http:lhllww .aamal.comt800·722·SAMS.

l1 days untd we drool Billy Corgant

To aH of my ProductiOn people and vol·
unteers: Thank you so much lor a great
semester so far. Keep up the Great
Work. RICO

Cross Country- Tennessee-Martin Invitational in Martin
Rifle- Tennessee Tech Invitational in Cookeville, Tenn.
Volleyball - Arkansas-little Rock vs. MSU at 1 p.m. in Racer Arena
Football - MSU vs. Eastern Illinois at 1:30 p.m. in Charleston

Punky, 6:00 is not too bad.

Thanks to our Sigma Pi coaches. You
guys are the best! Fall Fest and the
coaches party were awesome! l ove the
sisters of tii:

Spo.rts

SATURDAY

SLOB applicatlons available in lhe Student Organizations OffiCe. Theyre due
October 23rd at 4:30.
Congratulations Dana Bellalr and
Michelle Owens on your engagements.•
We're excited for you. • your sisters In

Newsj

Ottober 18t 1996.

Sports Calendar

1n.

p.m.

You're the

The Murray ~tate

SCORECARD

WOLFF TANNING BEDS • Tan at
home. Buy direct and save! Commercial
or home units from $199.00. Low
monthly payments.. Free color catalog.
Call today 800-1142·1305
WOLFF! WOLFf! WOLFF! • Factory
direct. OisttibUtor offering the largest
variety in the Industry with over 50 dlf·
ferant new model tanning beds to
choose from 800-626-4252.

20120 WITHOUT GLASSES\ • Sate,
rapid, non-surgical, permanent rastoration 6-8 weekS Airline pilot developed.
Doctor approved. Free Information by
mall: 800-422-7320. ext. 213. 406-961·
5570,
fax
~-961·55n.
http://WWw.vlsionfreedom.com. Salis·
fael!on guaranteed

HELP WANTED
LABORER • Skilled, general utility con·
strvct1on laborell. Apply al 1272 Old
Fern Vl\lley Road, Louisville, Ky. Equal
Opportunity Employer.
Now Ia the lime to call Leisure Tours
and get free Information for Spring
Break Packages to South Padre. Can·
CtJn, Jamaica and Florida. Reps Need·
ed..Travel free and eam Commissions.
8()()-838·8203.
$1000'1 Possible Relldlng Boob.
Part Time. At Home. Toll Free (1)80().
898·9n8 ExL R·7508tor Ustlngs.

StOOO'a ~llble Typing. Part nme.
"1 1 Hom_~.. Toll Free(1)800-898-9n8
{?!t~J.T·1~ for~

•no

DRIVERS • J B. Hunl't
lo pay lor
the best drlvera Ill the indUIIry. Begin·
nlng February 25th, drivers with 1 year
experience wW statt eamlng .37e to
.40C a mile. Call: 8()0.2JB·HUNT. EOE.
Subject to drug screen.
HAROLD IVES TRUCKING HIRING
DRIVERS • Free driver lralning...lf you

29. Renee Haley, 24:41 . 31 .
Phyllis Jackson, 24:45. 37. Ashley
lubbehusen, 24:57.8. 38. Tiffany
leech, 24:58. 58. Stacy Pintar,
26:09. 87. laura Bohanon, 28:48.
90. Jenny Hengehold, 29:37.

qualify. Students welcome. Experience
pay up to 28¢ per mile. ExceH8flt bene·
fits: 800-842-0853.

tiOnals . Teams or solo drivers. Con·Way
Truckload Servlcea. 800-555..CWTS
(2987). EOE.

ATIENTION OVER THE ROAD DRI·
VEAS • Exoollent work environment,
excellent pay running late model con·
ventlonals, sided flatbeds, all air nde.
Home most weekends, health and life
Insurance, must be 23 years old, 1 year
experience, COl and good drlvmg
record required. Call SOG-444-6&48.

DRIVERS · Experienced, Owner/opere·
tors, recent school grads., Builders
Transport Is now hiring In your area for
our van, natbed an dedicated fleets. Call
today, 800·782-1819.

DRIVER TRAINERS RAISE YOUR
STANDARDS AND YOUR PAY · Benefits package, average 1800 mileS per
tnp. Top trainer earn 70K. Experienced
drivers 8004-41-4394. Graduate 51udents 800-338-6428.

GENERAL ASSIGNMENT REPORTER
• Needed tor community newspaper.
Photo skills necell88ry. Send resume to:
Reporter. MI. Sterling Advocate. P.O.
Box 406, Mt. Starting, KY 40353.
FIREFIGHTERS • Trainee program.
Limited openings. Must pass physical,
t7-34 wtltl high sc:hool dlptoma. Excellent pay & benefits. Paid training and
relocatiOn expenses. Call 800-2848289

DRIVERS OTR • One yeet+ expenence, up to 30e per mile, weekly pey,
insurance furni$hed , 401K. BSSIQned
llactors. COL "A" Wtth Hazmat reQuired
Call Pat. Landair Transport, Inc., 80().
593-6111.

ROOFERS. EXPERIENCED ONLY •
Ei!her hourly or subcontract. Bast pey &
benefitS! CaU 8()0.829.6609.

DRIVERS EXPERIENCED OR INEX·
PERIENCED • Eam $600 to $800 a
w&ek. Get your COL for as Httl& as $100
clown. Trainers eam over $1000-week..
800-467·3806.

DRIVERS • AI Homady earn up to 36c
a mfle. Home every 9-12 days with
assigned tractor. Medical. dental, ratirement. $1,000 tarpl$500 safety bonus.
Hornady Truck Line. 800-648·9664.

AVON · $7-$15 a hour commission. It's
ezl No door·to-door. No min1mum order.
Benefits & bonuses. Successful execu·
11ve hotllne 800-SELL·AVON. lndepen·
dent Sales Representatives eam Cll$h.
800·735-5286.

EXHIBITORS WANTED • Two Rivers
Merchandise Expo Flea Market,
Clarksville, TN. Over 400 booths. enmate controlled, Monthly, f1Vary third
weekend Call for lnforma~on 800~728988. Next market October 18, 19 &
20th.

SERVICE TECHNICIAN & INSTAU.ER
• Comprehensive benefits packa!!e
1ncludlng 100% health, life & diSability
Insurance, palcl vacation. holiday & sick
days.. Retirem8flt plan. 606·.238-8787,
606-497-2219 or 800-464-8966.

SALES PEOPLE NEEDED • For fastest
growing mini dish company. Great com·
mlsaions, excellent opportunity lor
bonuses. All areas needed Call 800·
356-4364 for detalta.'

DRIVER • Eam $500 per week guaran·
teed! Solos average 2.500 miles a
week, teams average 5,000 miles a
week. Over 80% Jlrop-n·hook. no
Clboverl or slip~. 80Q..m-.9nO.

COMMUNITY REP - Flexible hours,
free training Greet people in your community, represent bus1nesses. make
money and enjoy. Call 800-428·5068.
Welcome Wllg0flln!1, lno. EOE..

MANAGER NEEDED lOCAlLY - For
business consultanl. Career mlndocl·
mature, hor!eSI. dependable . No winghigh Income Will train, call 847·8841072 or 630-41~.
DRIVER. INDUSTRY lEADING BENE·
FITS! · Great pay, high miles, Increase
after only 90 days, tate model conven-

FOR SALE
MOBILE HOME LOANS • 5'4 clown,
refinancing, equity roan. Free sellers
packaoe, land or home loans. Green
Tree rlnanc:ial, 800-895-1900 Nation's
leading mobile home lender.

HAPPY JACK TRIVERMICIDE: Recog·
nlzed safe & ellecdve against hook,
round & tapeworms In dogs & cats.
Available O·T..C at Southern States.

dtng Chapels.. Rustic log, elegant contemporary Formal wear, poneymoon
rentals. Photos, video, music etc. Free
Information 8Q0-262·5683.

His/Her 5-speed Schwinn middleweight
bicycles wide-rim tires. Cruisers 1120
each. Red. 753-1176 after 5 p.m.

FREE WEDDING PACKETt • Call
Chapel In The Valley. Gadinburg, Tenn.
for free Information to make your Smoky
Moontaln wedchng simple, easy and
alfol'dable. 800·922-4573.

TRAVEL
A BEAUTIFUL CANDLELIGHT OLDFASHIONED WEDDING • Smoky
Mountains near Gatlinburg, over1ooking
river, horse-drawn carnage, cabins,
jacuzzi, ordained ministers No tests or
waillng . Heartland 800·448-8697
(VOWS).
MARRY ON A MOUNTAIN· Be married
in oor magnifiCGnt mountamtop chapel
surrounded by trees & awesome views
of the Smoloes! PigeOn Forge! For
reservatiOns 800-729-4365
CHRISTIAN MARRIAGES • Gatlinburg's anginal church (since 1980}.Pfl0.
tography, video. music, flowers, limos
chalets, jCICUZZI SU!Ies and fireplaces
Breathtaking views, any budget Rev .
Ed Taylor 8()0.346·2n9.
GET MARRIED, SMOKY MOUNTAINS
- Areas most beautiful chapels, elegant
white or cedar mountain lop chapel,
gazebo, Christian services, complete
arrangements, cabins. No tests or wait·
lng. 800-893·7274.
PIGEON FOAGE WEDDING CHAPEl·
"The Wedding Professional&'. Tradition·
al Southam Weddings. No blood test or
waiting. Romantic memories to laat a
lifetime. It's simple, yet elegant! 8()()-

408-ssn.

ROMANTIC WEDDINGS IN GATLIN·
BURG AREA - Simple yet elegant
Christian weddings starting at $129.
Flowers, photographs, lodging avail·
able , 888-428-9996 toR tree.
SMOKY MOUNTAINS· • Ulellme of
memories. Experience the beauty and
romance of a mountain wedding in
Gatlinburg. Ordained m•nlsters. no
blood test or welting. Honeymoon lodg·
ing, 800-258-6797.

Classified·
Advertising
Hits the Spot!

AFFORDABLE AND BEAUTIFUL
WEDDINGS • Smoky MouniSln Wed-

Do you have an opinion? If so, send it to The News,
care of Jonathan Oliver at 111 Wilson Hall.

Congratula~ions

to our
new members of
Gamma Beta Phi!
Andrea Bayer
Sherrie Lofton
Traci Richerson
Christy Sivia
Christy Wilson
The sisters of A'LA

131(3 APPLt
CAf[
641 South

Puryear, Tenn.

(901)247-5798

Serving Mexican Food
& Deli Sandwiches from
11 a.m. - 11 p.m.
I

Bar open till midnigHt
~~mmmma
B~2D~

Arby's 507 N . 12th St.

1Beef 'N Cheddar &

1$2.90
Ione per person

CurlyFries

·Q.

with Coupon
Expires 11 /1

~

1
I
I

L------------.J
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Continued from Page 1

notes to discuss with the governor."
Alexander said the governor had
called him to Frankfort to discuss the
state of higher education over breakfast.
However, the report was apparently
leaked to the Courier-Journal and led
to University of Kentucky President
Charles Wethington Jr., defending the
state's flagship university's role as
administrator of the community college system in the paper's Oct. 11
issue.
Then, in a letter to Alexander dated
Oct. 11, Edward Carter, UK's vice
president for management and bud·
get, became much more direct with his

'PHONE LINES
Continued from Page 1

people who come in with microcomputers and the increase in
computer use."
"We're working with MCI to
alleviate that problem," Olson
said.
DeBoer said the new lines
should be available for use
beginning this week. They
were ordered three weeks ago
and will be available as soon as
they are installed.
"They were supposed to be in
last Thursday, but BellSouth
had some trouble with equip·
ment," DeBoer said.

ARREST
Continued from Page 1

AP. he spoke with a woman in
the store's office, she was
called to the front of the store.
Gurdek then allegedly stole
$93 from the store's office and
returned to the body shop
where his car was impounded.

criticism of the report, referring to it
as 1'amateurish, uninformed, simplis·
tic, misleading and inaccurate."
In another portion of the letter,
Carter wrote:
"Your conclusion regarding the self
sufficiency of the University of
Kentucky and other institutions is the
most illogical and misleading analysis
I have seen in 30 years of dealing with
the issue of financing of higher education."
Again
the
letter
attacked
Alexander's analysis before raising,
questions about the report's motive8
in its closing sentence.
"This document so totally misrepre·
sents the status of the University of
Kentucky and the UK Community
College System that one can only con·
elude that it was produced for a pur-

DeBoer said the numbers of
incoming and outgoing lines
are different because long distance calls go through different
lines.
"A fair amount of the calls
are long distance, and that goes
through separate circuits than
local calls," DeBoer said.
Ben Worley, junior from
Dexter, Mo., said hc·has had to
wait almost an hour to get an
available line off campus.
"Several of my friends have
had problems calling off campus," Worley said. "It's always
pretty bad around ten o'clock at
night. It's not a real problem
unless there's an emergency
and someone has to call off
While bargaining with the
owner to defray the $170 fine,
he was arrested by Murray
Police and lodged in Calloway
County Jail, where he was
charged with theft by unlawful
taking under $300.
Gurdek is awaiting another
hearing on the theft charges,
and remains in Calloway
County Jail.

pose 9ther than helping the cause of
higher education in Kentucky," Carter
wrote.
In response, Alexander wrote to
Wethington in a letter which was partially printed in the Courier-Journal
on Oct. 15.
Showing definite agitation with the
letter written on behalf of the
University of Kentucky by Carter ,
Alexander wrote:
''Dear· President Wethington, I am
in receipt of the letter dated Oct. 11,
1996, that you had prepared by a
member of your staff. It is indeed
unfortunate that you are unable to
discuss an important public policy
issue with civility without launching
into such a strident attack upon me
personally."
From there Alexander went on to

campus."
Amy Harris, sophomore
whose parents are stationed in
South Korea, said she can only
call h er parents during certain
hours because of the time difference.
"They're 15 or 17 hours
ahead, and I have to call them
at night," Harris said. "That's
when the phone lines are busy
here, and if 1 wait until later,
it's too late. That's about the
only suitable time to call."
Harris said the busy lines at
the University make calling
her parents an inconvenience.
"I usually have to wake up
around six t he next morning to
call. If I want to order a pizza,

accuse UK of playing •an elaborate
'shell game' to prevent the governmental leaders and taxpayer• of
Kentucky from discerning clearly how
the University of Kentucky does business and the public costa auociated
therewith."
'fh:e letter continues b~ addreasing
Carter's letter - which Alexander
asserts was written for Wethington paragraph by paragraph before ending with a criticism for what he calls
UK's "inwardly directed course ... in
competing with the regional universi·
ties in Kentucky..."
"To expend the state's fiscal
r esources on such a parochial policy of
internal 'manifest destiny,' by which
the University of Kentucky ia continu·
ally attempting to create four-year
universities while trying to found new

that's no big deal, but this
make me mad."
Katie Robbins, freshman
from Chicago, said she has had
difficulty calling friends who
live out oftown.
"I have a friend in the
Marines, and the base is
always busy, too," Robbins
said. "I~'s a real hassle to call
and dial the number and phone
card numbers and then h ave
the line be busy and have to
wait for another line off campus. It's also hard when you're
trying to make plans with
friends who live off campus."
Aimee Berliner, junior from
Arlington Heigh ts, Ill. , said
calling her parents is difficult

community colleges in every village
and town, works to the detriment of
all Kentuckians," Alexander wrote.
In the interview Wednesday night,
Alexander agreed that the situation
appears to be a battle of wills about
how to approach higher education
funding in the state. Alexander also
stated that he views this as an issue
from which Murray State can not back
away.
WWe certainly don't want to create.
controversy," he said. "But I don't
think we should ever agree that
Murray State has more money per
student than the University of
Kentucky. We won't go quietly on
that.
"Everybody needs to show the actual factual information. We won't go
quietly knowing the data is incorrect."

w;ith so few lines off campus.
"I'm from out of state, and it's
hard reaching my parents,"
Berliner said. -ntere are times
when it's been half and hour or
45 minutes before I can get a
line out. No particular emergencies, luckily."
Olson said the new lines
should alleviate the current

problem
but
that
the
University will work on the
problem if it continues.
DeBoer said rumors that the
shortage of lines is related to
the Wal-Mart Supercenter is
•absolutely untrue."
"'t doesn't have anything to
do
with
the
Wal-Mart
Supercenter," he said.
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Need a Job?
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All-Greek 500

The MSU Fall Job Fair is the perfect opportunity.
Oct. 30 from 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
in the Curris Center Ballroom.

Tuesday Oct. 22
·3:30p.m.
Intramural Field

THE FIT FACTORY
The alternative exercise progmm!
*No membership fees *No bank drafls
*Low student ratCii "'$12 per month
*HigMow step aerobic classes
*Certified instructors
For more information contact:
Sherri Gibson - owner/instructor
489-2652
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Cruise The Internet.

•

Full Internet Access
~

Access to your
CAMPUS network

~

Virtually no busy
signals

~

PC access from
your dorm, apartment,
or home

~

Dial into worldwide
Internet access from
anywhere in the u.s.Campus Office Address
Business Building 451B
Office Hours
Monday - Friday 11 a.m. - 4 p.m.
'

762-6570
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